Retinal pigment epithelium lesions as a biomarker of disease in patients with familial adenomatous polyposis. A follow-up report.
The sensitivity of retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) lesions as a predictive congenital marker for the development of familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP) is evaluated. In a prospective study, 34 patients at 50% risk of inheriting FAP were examined. Based on the presence or absence of four or more RPE lesions, patients were categorized as those who had inherited or those who lacked the FAP genes. All patients received dilated fundus examinations with binocular indirect ophthalmoscopy and all RPE lesions were documented with fundus photography. All patients underwent annual sigmoidoscopy to determine the presence or absence of polyps. A 3-year follow-up analysis showed that 8 of 14 patients who were positive for RPE lesions later developed polyps. Of the 20 patients considered negative for FAP based on normal fundus examination, none has developed polyps. The authors urge all patient at risk of inheriting FAP to undergo dilated fundus examination with binocular indirect ophthalmoscopy and wide-angle fundus photography at the earliest age possible. All patients with 4 or more RPE lesions should undergo annual sigmoidoscopic examinations beginning before 10 years of age.